M90EDU Heavy Duty Mobil Cart
For displays from 50” - 90”
Four Display Height Positions

Regardless of whether a 65” or 90” display is installed, achieve the
perfect viewing angle by choosing from four height positions.

Configurable Shelves

Flat component shelves can be mounted in front or behind the
display and are vertically adjustable. Side shelves are vertically
adjustable, can pivot from front to back and retract for storage.
Adjustable top shelf is ideal for a speaker or video camera.

Back Cover

For clean and tamper-proof installation of components the back
cover will provide a practical, tamper resistant way to attach components such as media players and cabling.

Integrated Cable Management

Through-column cord management for a clean installation. Also
includes cable wrap claws, capable of storing up to 50’ of heavy
gauge cable at the base.

* 800mm x 500mm max mounting hole pattern

Where Will You Use Education Carts?

Included with the M90EDU

Auditoriums, Cafeterias, Classrooms, Computer Labs, Entrance Ways
As technology continues to evolve, this large format cart allows for
an interactive, colaborative and dynamic learning environment in the
classroom and autditoriums. These mobile carts also allow flexibity with
providing communication anywhere throughout the education facilities.
M90EDU

Base Model + Back Panel and Cover + Two Side Shelves + Top
Shelf
Specifically configured with the classroom in mind, this model includes the MS9S back panel and cover for neatly housing
components and preventing unwanted tampering in the
field. Also includes two side shelves for placing a laptop,
other components or for use as a general work surface. The
adjustable top shelf is ideal for a speaker or video camera.

MPC9

Back Panel and Cover System
Perforated back panel allows
easy attachment of components
and convenient cable management. Back cover keeps components out of sight to prevent
unwanted tampering. Cover can
be lifted after installation for easy
access to components. Security
screws are included to prevent
removal in the field.

MS9S

Side/Laptop Shelf
Installs on either right or left side.
Continuous vertical adjustment.
Retractable for transporting and
storage with 35lb capacity.

MS9B

Front/Back Shelf
Heavy duty shelf can be installed
either on the display side or behind the display. Continuous
vertical adjustment with 50lb
capacity.

CABLE MANAGEMENT

Integrated cord management openings along both columns
and integrated cord claws capable of holding up to 50 feet of
heavy gage electrical cables.
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MS9T

Top Shelf
Vertically adjustable top component shelf. Ideal for placing a
speaker or camera for video conferencing.
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M90EDU Heavy Duty Mobile Cart
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For displays from 50” - 90”

Heavy duty mobile cart for large format display made for high traffic environments.
Side shelves on the M90EDU are designed for heavy use of presentation laptops and
can be vertically adjusted without the use of tools as well as swiveled continuesly
up to 45º in front or behind the display. Side shelves also easily retract for transport
and storage. The solid front/back shelf can be mounted either in front or behind the
display at any height position.

Attribute

Value

Display size range

50” - 90”+

Weight capacity

300lb (136kg)

Max mounting pattern

800x500mm

Lateral adjustment

4 height positions center of display at 55”, 61”, 63”, 67”

Tilt

+15°/-5° with incremental tilt lock

Security feature

One-touch lock and key system

Max component depth

3” (with cover installed)

Shelves

Vertically adjustable; side shelves can be adjusted continuously from 45° in front to 45° behind the display

Construction

Aluminum/high-grade cold rolled steel

Product finish

Scratch resistant epoxy powder coat

Color

Black

Model number

M90EDU

Warranty

Limited lifetime
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